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Mayan Journey through Time
2399.00 per person

It's time to experience Guatemala! Join us on an adventure of a lifetime.

Immerse yourself in the beauty of nature and culture, experience with local

communities the wonders of Guatemala. 

Find yourself on a trip through time to begin your trip in the enchanting city

of Tikal. Stay the night in a jungle lodge, and awake from the sounds of your

natural surroundings. Enjoy the sunset over the Sacnab and Yaxhá lagoons

from your tour at the Yaxhá ruins. Finally, head to relax on Guatemala's

Caribbean side in Livingston where you will experience the unique culture of

the Garifuna people, and experience the important ancient Maya trading site

of Quiriguá.



Trip Summary

9:00 AM Meet & Greet, EN.

11:00 AM Flight from Guatemala City to Flores Petén - Guatemala City, EN., Flores Island, EN., The Department Of
Peten, EN.

12:30 PM Transfer - From Flores Airport to Yaxha

2:00 PM Yaxha Sunset, EN.

6:00 PM Transfer - Yaxha Archaeological Site to Tikal National Park Tikal Inn Hotel.

7:30 PM Hotel Tikal Inn - Peten, EN.

10:00 AM Experience Tikal, EN. (COLLECTIVE GROUP TOUR)

8:00 AM Transfer - Tikal National Park to Río Dulce

12:00 PM Rio Dulce Tour & Boat Ride To Livingston, EN. - Livingston, Izabal, EN, Rio Dulce, EN.

4:30 PM Villa Caribe - Livingston, Izabal, EN. - The Department of Izabal, EN.

8:00 AM Boat Ride - Livingston to Rio Dulce

8:45 AM Transfer - Rio Dulce to Guatemala via Quirigua

9:30 AM Explore the Ruins of Quiriguá, EN.

4:00 PM In & Out Hotel, EN.

Transfer - Hotel In & Out to Guatemala City Airport

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5
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Day 1

9:00 AM - Central Time
Meet & Greet, EN.
Meet & Greet: Our representative will await your arrive just outside of the airport, holding a sign with

your name and professionally dressed in a Columbus Luxury Travel uniform. Upon arrival, you will be

presented with a Welcome Pack with general information about your stay and the unforgettable

destinations you will be visiting.

11:00 AM - Central Time - 1 hr
Flight from Guatemala City to Flores Petén

Guatemala City, EN.
Guatemala, Guatemala, GT

Guatemala City is the largest city in Central America, and its official name is Nueva Guatemala de la
Asunción, considered as the seat and seat of the public powers of the Republic of Guatemala, as well as the
seat of the Central American Parliament. The city is located in the center-south area of the country and has a
large number of green areas. According to the last census conducted in the city, 2,450,212 people live, but
considering its metropolitan area according to the National Institute of Statistics, it reaches an estimated
4,703,865 inhabitants by 2018. Which makes it the most populated and extensive agglomeration of the
population. urban area in Central America.

Nueva Guatemala de la Asunción is the fourth settlement of the capital of the Kingdom of Guatemala. The
reason for their transfer to the Hermitage Valley were the Santa Marta earthquakes, which largely destroyed the
city of Santiago de Guatemala, the former capital of the Kingdom of Guatemala. The transfer order was decreed
on December 1, 1775 and on January 2 of the following year there was a meeting for the first time in the
municipal council of the new city. A plaque, which is in front of the Parroquia de la Santa Cruz, just at the
beginning of the Milla y Vidaurre road, named after the writer and diplomat José Milla y Vidaurre,
commemorates this event. The name of the new city was decreed by the King of Spain on January 23, 1776.

Its development has been affected on numerous occasions by natural disasters, mostly earthquakes, which
have devastated the city and its surroundings, receding in the years of development. The last year was
construction under construction, as well as historical relics such as the churches of Our Lady of Mercy, La
Recolección, Nuestra Señora del Cerrito del Carmen, the first church built in the valley around 1620, and the
Central Market Building.
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12:30 PM - Central Time
Transfer - From Flores Airport to Yaxha

Flores Island, EN.
Flores, Department of Peten, GT

The Island of Flores and Santa Elena de la Cruz form a city, which together with the central area of the
Municipality of San Benito, are part of one of the Petén areas in which economic activities of commerce,
tourism and industry are concentrated.

Isla de Flores Peten photo by Carlos Echeverria - La Isla de Flores, Petén
Isla de Flores, Peten - photo by Carlos Echeverria
In the Pre-Columbian period, Flores was a city of the Mayan civilization called Tayasal.

According to archaeological investigations, carried out in 1992, the island had an occupation of approximate
date, from the year 300 BC.

Flores is connected to the mainland by an artificial land isthmus that makes the city a small peninsula and
serves as a means of communication with Santa Elena and San Benito. This is the starting point for a wide
variety of tourist destinations, including Tikal, Ixpanpajul, El Mirador, Actún Kan Caves, etc.

Flores is connected to the mainland by an artificial land isthmus that makes the city a small peninsula and
serves as a means of communication with Santa Elena and San Benito; and it is the starting point for a great
variety of tourist destinations, among them Tikal, Ixpanpajul, El Mirador, Actún Kan Caves, etc.

Flores is a relatively small island that serves as a place of employment for many local people, its action as an
urban center of the department means that it shares its population in fact with other neighboring municipalities
to add a population of about 22,600 inhabitants.

The Department Of Peten, EN.
Peten, Tikal, Petén Department, GT

Location: Most northwest department in Guatemala, bordering Belize and Mexico

Landscape: Huge expanse of tropical rainforest, swamps and savannah forms part of an untamed wilderness
that stretches into the Lacandón forest and collects Maya cities from late pre-classic and classic period (400
B.C. to 900 A.D.).
Fun Facts: The Department of Petén occupies approximately 1/3 of Guatemala’s area. It’s population
represents only about 4% of Guatemala’s total population.

What you will see: The UNESCO World Heritage Site, Tikal National Park, is located within the Petén
Department. This 360 square mile protected national park is located on the edge of the “Reserva de la Biósfera
Maya”, where a large assortment of animal species can be found. The park’s main attribute is the ruins of an
ancient Mayan city, Tikal (Tik’al). The city was likely called Yax Mutal by its inhabitants and is one of the
largest urban centers and archeological sites of the Maya Civilization, dating back to the 4th Century BC. Other
places of interest within the Petén Department are Yaxha and Topoxte. Although these sites are not as popular
as “Tikal” or “El Mirador”, they were still very powerful in their time and very beautiful. Yaxhá is located over a
hill surrounded by the Sacnab and Yaxhá lagoons. It is inside a zone of two square kilometers, where more
than 1700 structures have been identified (Hermes, et al., 1999). The site was inhabited by the Maya
civilization since the Pre-classic period (1500 B.C. – 250 A.C.) through the Classic period (250-950 A.C.).

Wildlife: Commonly found within the Petén Department are agouti, coatis, gray fox, spider monkeys, howler
monkeys, harpy eagles, falcons, ocellated turkeys, guans, toucans, green parrots and leaf-cutting ants. Other
animals that make their home in this region are the Jaguar, jaguarundi, and cougars.
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2:00 PM - Central Time - 4 hr
Yaxha Sunset, EN.
Yaxha (or Yaxhá in Spanish orthography) is a Mesoamerican archaeological site in the northeast of the

Petén Basin region, and a former ceremonial centre and city of the pre-Columbian Maya civilization.

Yaxha was the third largest city in the region and experienced its maximum power during the Early

Classic period (c. AD 250–600). At the temple #216 you will appreciate the beautiful Sunset with a

majestic view.

6:00 PM - Central Time
Transfer - Yaxha Archaeological Site to Tikal National Park Tikal Inn
Hotel.

7:30 PM - Central Time
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Hotel Tikal Inn - Peten, EN.
Hotel Tikal Inn is located at Tikal National Park in the Peten region of Guatemala. It sits on the edge of

the jungle only a ten minute walk from the center of the Mayan Ruins (Plaza Mayor).

The Inn's traditional Mayan architecture provides a comfortable setting to relax, bird watch, and enjoy

the natural beauty of Tikal National Park.

Day 2

10:00 AM
Experience Tikal, EN. (COLLECTIVE GROUP TOUR)
The national park of Tikal is a protected area about 576 square kilometers, on the edge of the large

“Reserva de la Biósfera Maya”. Animal species that can be found include the howler and spider

monkeys and toucans and parakeets. Exploring Tikal will help you discover the Mayan spiritual and

universe vision. The overwhelming harmony hides one of the most important and majestic cities from

Mayan Time.

The tour will be provided trough the Hotel, please reconfirm with the front desk at the moment of the

Check Inn.

The lunch will be arranged with the Hotel at your return of the Tikal Tour.
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Day 3

8:00 AM - Central Time - 4 hr
Transfer - Tikal National Park to Río Dulce

12:00 PM - Central Time - 4 hr
Rio Dulce Tour & Boat Ride To Livingston, EN.
Rio Dulce, or Sweet Water is considered to be a paradise for boaters, sailors, and cruisers, with many

cruise ships landing in Puerto Barrios. Many visitors come to enjoy bird watching and orchid spotting,

where many unique species of aquatic birds can be found. The river is also a popular location for

diving and fishing. Take a tour of the river and stop off to enjoy the warm hot springs and secret caves

along the river's banks.

Livingston, Izabal, EN
Livingston, IZABAL, GT

The municipality of Linvingston belongs to the department of Izabal, in the northeastern region of the Republic
of Guatemala. It has a territorial extension of 1 940 km². It is located at a distance of 317.2 km from Guatemala
City and 19 km from the departmental capital.

The municipal seat of Livingston is located in the western part of the mouth of the Dulce River, in the inner part
of the Bay of Amatique.

Limits
Livingston geographically borders on the north with the municipality of San Luis (Petén), Belize, the Gulf of
Honduras and the Caribbean Sea; on the east side with the municipality of Puerto Barrios and the bay of
Amatique; with the municipality of Morales to the south; and to the west with the municipality of El Estor and
San Fernando Chaal (Alta Verapaz).
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4:30 PM - Central Time
Villa Caribe - Livingston, Izabal, EN.
Set in a low-key fishing village, this relaxed, seaside hotel is 10 minutes' walk from Playa Blanca.

The warm, colorfully furnished rooms feature balconies with lounge chairs and hammocks, as well as

cable TV and free Wi-Fi. They also include ceiling fans, and detached bungalows add minibars and

air-conditioning.

There's an international restaurant with a deck, along with an outdoor pool and tropical gardens.

Other amenities include a dock and a heliport.

Rio Dulce, EN.
Izabal, GT

The Río Dulce de Izabal, Guatemala has 7,200 hectares that gather aquatic ecosystems and mangroves. The
site is the habitat of the manatee (Trichechus manatus), an endangered mammal, and other species such as
the crocodile acutus.

Along the river there is a unique biological corridor that includes tropical rain forest on its banks and in the
canyon. The canyon is the separation of the mountains that is on the sides of the river, according to the story
was formed by a telluric movement.

Right at the mouth of the river on the bay you can see the vegetation and an incredible number of seabirds. To
travel the 16 kilometers that are distant from the gulf and the sea, the waters of the river are presented by an
enormous crack of the limestone rocks walls with exuberant vegetation, from 120 to 150 meters high that
almost completely hide the light of the Sun . In this place the river reaches a depth of 30 to 50 meters, and a
width of 200 meters.

The visit to the Rio Dulce not only with strange views but also offers the opportunity to know one of the main
tourist destinations of Guatemala, the Castillo de San Felipe, which was built at the time of the Colony, to
protect the area from attacks pirates.
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Day 4

8:00 AM - 45 min
Boat Ride - Livingston to Rio Dulce

8:45 AM - 6 hr
Transfer - Rio Dulce to Guatemala via Quirigua

The Department of Izabal, EN.
Izabal, GT

Location: Bordered to the north east by the Gulf of Honduras, the Department of Izabal is Guatemala’s gateway
to the Caribbean Sea. The department borders Belize to the north and Honduras to the east, stretching the
length of Río Dulce (Sweet River) from Lake Izabal to the coast of the Caribbean Sea.

Landscape: Izabal is home to Guatemala’s largest fresh water lake, Lago Izabal. Canons, waterfalls, lagoons,
and rivers surround Lake Izabal, including the Río Dulce. Río Dulce flows into the Atlantic Ocean through
Amatique Bay, where Livingston is located. The department hosts an aquatic ecosystem with vast wetlands
and mangroves with a consistently warm and humid climate.

Culture: The culture in Izabal is like no other in Guatemala. Although the UNESCO World Heritage Site of the
ruins of Quiriguá is located in Izabal, the department hosts a unique cultural diversity that is surprisingly not a
majority of Mayan decent. The department hosts three other major ethnicities, these are Ladino, Garifuna, and
Afro-Caribbean. The Garifuna people are of a mixed-African and Island Carib decent and speak their own
Garifuna language. Livingston, a town on the mouth of the Río Dulce, is known for its uncommon mix of the
Garifuna, Ladino, Afro-Caribbean, and Mayan people.

What you will see: The Department of Izabal centers around Lake Izabal, Río Dulce, and the Caribbean. The
area is considered to be a paradise for boaters, sailors, and cruisers, with many cruise ships landing in Puerto
Barrios. Many visitors come to enjoy bird watching and orchid spotting, where many unique species of aquatic
birds can be found. Izabal is also a popular location for diving and fishing.

Wildlife: Many bird watchers come to Izabal to enjoy the vast array of species of sea, shore and wading birds.
Such species include herons, pelicans, and toucans. This is likely one of the best locations for bird watchers in
Guatemala, as several bird species are found in this department’s region of Tropical Rainforest, such as the
Orange-breasted Flacon, White-collared Manakins, Olive-backed Euphonias, Gray-headed Tanagers, Golden-
winged Warblers and Green-backed Sparrows. Other unique wildlife found in this region are the Caribbean
Manatee.
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9:30 AM - 1 hr 30 min
Explore the Ruins of Quiriguá, EN.
Quiriguá is an ancient Maya archeological site in the department of Izabal in south-eastern Guatemala.

It is a medium-sized site of Mayan ruins, covering approximately 3 square kilometers along the lower

Motagua River. During the Maya Classic Period, Quiriguá was in a crucial location as it was situated in

the junction of several important trade routes. Quiriguá shares its architectural and sculptural styles

with the nearby Classic Period city of Copán, with whose history it is closely entwined.

4:00 PM
In & Out Hotel, EN.
Bed & Breakfast

We want you to rest as you deserve, that is why now you have a new option for you to stay, where you

can relax, rest and forget your stress during your stay, we are waiting for you!
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Day 5

Transfer - Hotel In & Out to Guatemala City Airport
At your convenience we will pick you up at your hotel to catch your international flight, take in count

that for international flights you have to be 2 hours prior the departure.
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